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STI for SDG’s must positively impact 
society and environment as well as 

economy



History has told that STI has been instrumental in economic growth



Global Carbon Dioxide Emissions 1850 to 2030

Source: Centre for Climate and Energy Solutions



World’s 80 richest people have same wealth as poorest 50%

Sources: Oxfam, WEF, Forbes









STI for SDG’s must be inclusive



Inclusive innovation is the inclusion of 
marginalized people in the innovation process, 

and the development of products and services for 
marginalized people



Mitticool was founded by a 
potter living in rural Gujurat 
who lacked formal education. 

The company has grown 
nationally as well as 
internationally and is now 
trading in UK, US, Singapore 
and across Africa.







How might we make low-
income urban areas safer and 
more empowering for women 
and girls? 









This revolution had been defined by 
emerging technologies such as artificial 
intelligence, robotics, 3D printing, 
FinTech, Big Data and quantum 
computing amongst others.



In considering only 15 
major developed and 
emerging economies, 
the World Economic 
Forum predicts that 
emerging technological 
trends will lead to a net 
loss of over 5 million 
jobs by 2020.  

Worldwide, this number 
will almost certainly be 
much higher. 



Emerging technologies 
could have significant 
positive impact on the 
environment. Data 
suggest that improved 
application of frontier 
tech to transportation 
and logistics will reduce 
carbon emissions by an 
estimated 4.5 billion 
tons by 2020.

Technologies such as 
3D printing could also 
support more inclusive 
trade.



What does a next generation technology and 
innovation policy look like for a 4IR future?

• Laying the foundations for frontier technological 
development;

• Developing a workforce fit for a 4IR future;
• Developing innovative regulatory frameworks;
• Incentivizing responsible frontier technology development in 

the private sector;
• Catalyzing the role of government in frontier technologies’ 

evolution; and
• Creating a platform for multi-stakeholder and regional 

cooperation. 



Key Policies Shifts – STI for SDGs

• STI for economic imperative versus socio-economic 
and environmental imperative.

• Access to privileged versus access to all.

• Competitive approaches to innovation to be 
complemented by open forms.

• National innovation system policies to be 
complemented by next generation technology 
policies fit for a 4IR future.



Role of UN ESCAP

• STI Think Tank
• Policy advice
• Platform for sharing regional and global expertise
• Bespoke support for governments
• STI Policy Network

• Innovation challenges linked to SDG’s
• Investment funds for women entrepreneurs and 

technologists 



There is rich expertise in the region and UN 
ESCAP stands ready to facilitate regional 

collaboration and support ASEAN STI 
efforts!!

Thank you!!
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